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necessarily conflict with the fundamental assumptions of H. A. Lorentz and

Larmor's theory. They do, however, make it probable that the application of

this theory to magnetic bodies has not yet been worked out in a satisfactory

manner.

\_Not6 added July 16, 1913.—The specific inductive capacity and per-

meability of any material medium are average values over volumes large

compared with the structural units (molecules or larger bodies) making up

the medium. The medium employed has definite values of these quantities

for volumes large compared with the volume of one of the spheres used in

building it up. It appears, therefore, to be allowable to apply any

theoretical results expressed in terms of jjl and K to the medium used.]

Our thanks are due to the Government Grant Committee of the Eoyal

Society for a grant with which a large part of the apparatus used in this

investigation was originally purchased, and also to the Trustees of the Eice

Institute for the facilities for experimental work which they have placed at

our disposal.

On the Displacements of the Particles and their Paths in some

Gases of Two-dimensional Motion of a Frictionless Liquid,
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(Communicated by Sir J. Larmor, Sec. E.S. Eeceived June 2,—Eead

June 19, 1913.)

The paths described by the individual particles of a liquid have been

investigated only in a few cases, excluding those in which the motion is

steady, so that the particles follow the stream-lines. Clerk Maxwell,"^ in

1870, published drawings for the paths in an unbounded liquid disturbed

by the passage of a circular cylinder. The curves for particles in contact

with the cylinder were plotted by calculation ; the other paths were drawn

by eye from a knowledge of their terminal points and curvature. From

these curves were derived others, showing the successive stages in the

deformation of a row of particles which, before the approach of the

cylinder, lay in a straight line perpendicular to its motion.

In 1885, Lord Kelvinf investigated the paths of particles of a liquid

^ ^ Lond. Math. Soc. Proc.,' vol. 3 ;
^ Collected Papers,' vol. 2, p. 208.

t * Collected Papers,' vol. 4, p. 193.
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enclosed in a rotating ellipsoidal shell. He showed that they moved,

relatively to the shell, along a set of similar ellipses in parallel planes,

the period of this motion being the same for all the particles, so that

after this period the configuration comes back to the initial one rotated

through an angle.

Later (1889),Eiecke* gave diagrams for the cases of translation of a sphere

and of a vortex-pair. His method of procedure was the reverse of Maxwell's.

He began with a straight row of particles, and, by giving them displacements

proportional to the instantaneous values of their velocities, he obtained the

approximate forms of the curves on which the particles lay from second to

second. From these the curves described by individual particles were

deduced.

Eecently Havelockf has discussed some points of difficulty in the case of

translation of a circular cylinder, specially with regard to the conditions at

infinity. He has explained the uniform displacement forwards of the mass

of the liquid. From a different point of view, that of meteorology, a

problem of the same nature has been investigated by W. K Shaw and

LempfertI in tracing the paths of individual particles of air in the course

of actual large atmospheric movements, supposed to be practically

laminar, while the same problem, allowing for vertical movement of the

air, has been more recently treated by v. Bjerknes.

In the present paper I have integrated the equations of motion and plotted

curves for the paths of particles in the well-known simple cases of two-

dimensional motion, viz., for liquid contained in a rotating elliptic cylinder

and in a rotating equilateral triangular prism, and for liquid extending to

infinity and disturbed by the translation or rotation of an elliptic cylinder.

The use of the word ''particle'' in this connection is convenient, but

requires some explanation. What is really investigated is the motion of

a mathematical point which moves at each instant with the velocity

belonging to its position in the liquid. If at any stage a small sphere be

put round this point and the motion of points on its surface be followed

in the same way, it will often be found that the volume is continuously

deformed as time goes on, being pulled out indefinitely in one direction.

This happens, for example, in the simple case of irrotational circulation

in a " free vortex." It occurs in liquid contained in a rotating triangular

prism and in liquid outside a rotating elliptic cylinder. For liquid inside

* * Wied. Ann.,' vol. 36, p. 322.

t ' Univ. Durham Phil. Soc. Proc,,' 1911, vol. 4.

I
* Life-History of Surface Air-Currents,' Publications of Meteorol. Office, 1906,

No. 174, 1906.
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an elliptic cylinder, on the other hand, or more generally in Kelvin's case

of an ellipsoidal shell, the " particles '' are not continnonsly deformed, but

come back periodically to their initial shapes. In this case the term

particle can fitly be applied to a volume element throughout the motion

;

it is obviously inappropriate to the pulled-out filament.

This feature of the motion brings out the limitations inherent in the

conception of the liquid as a continuum in the hydrodynamical treatment,

and enforces our instinctive ideas of a molecular structure in actual liquids.

This is pointed out by Havelock in connection with the deformation of

volume elements in the immediate neighbourhood of a 'moving cylinder.

The same point is illustrated in a still more striking way by the occurrence

in many cases of points on the solid boundary where the relative velocity

of liquid to boundary is zero. The "particle" at this point moves with

the boundary, particles on either side approach it or recede from it con-

tinuously, remaining in contact with the wall. When there is approach

from both sides toward this limiting position, the volume elements bounded

on one side by the wall become extended indefinitely into iilaments in the

direction perpendicular to the wall.

General Summary of Mesults,

(i) Mliptic OylmcUr Rotating, Liquid Inside,—Particles on the surface

slide backwards along it, so that their excentric angles decrease by amounts

proportional to the angle of rotation of the cylinder. Particles in the interior

do the same thing along similar ellipses, so that the same row of particles

constantly forms a radius vector of the ellipse. The paths in space are thus

a family of similar looped curves (tig. 1). The apsidal angle and the width

of the loops are found, and it is shown that consecutive loops intersect for

ellipses less excentric than the form b/a = 0*64 (fig. 2).

(ii) Uquilateral Triangular Frism Rotating, Liquid Inside,—Particles on the

walls move backward from one angular point to the other, and do not pass

the corners. Their path has a single loop and has the ciroum-circle of the

triangle as asymptote. Particles in the interior describe looped paths, the

loops becoming closer and smaller towards the centre (fig. 3). Apsidal angle

and width of loops are obtained (fig. 4).

(iii) Mliptic Cylinder with Motion of Translation through Liquid at Eest at

Infinity.—The two particles on the surface which are carried in one piece

with the cylinder, are those situated where the excentric angle is equal to

the angle between the direction of motion and the major axis, and at the

diametrically opposite point. These ar$ the limiting positions between

which the surface particles move in opposite directions round the two sides
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of the cylinder. The paths of these surface particles iii space are looped

curves extending from — oo to +00. Between the limiting points on each

side of the ellipse there are two points at which the velocity of the particle

in space has no component in the direction of motion of the cylinder,

and one point at which the perpendicular component vanishes. Simple

geometrical relations are found to connect these " stationary points " and

the limiting points on the surface. For particles not in contact with the

cylinder the paths are looped curves terminating at the initial position

occupied by the particle before the approach of the cylinder and the final

position where it is left when the cylinder has passed off to infinite distance.

The line joining these end points is always parallel to the direction of motion

of the cylinder and decreases rapidly in length at increasing distance from

the line of motion. The direction of the path at its ends makes with the

direction of motion of the cylinder an angle which is the same for all

particles, and depends on the shape of the ellipse as w^ell as on its direction

of motion. The angle vanishes only for translation along a principal axis.

In this case it is shown that for a given breadth of cylinder, and for particles

lying beyond a certain distance from the central line, there is a definite shape

of ellipse which is most effective in displacing the particle forward.

Diagrams are given for direct motion of four different forms of cylinder

(figs. 5-8) and for oblique motion of a plane lamina (fig. 9). Also, for the

deformation of a row of particles originally on a straight line (figs. 10-14).

(iv) Rotating Elliptic Cylinder, Liquid Outside,—As regards the configura-

tion of the stream-lines relative to the ellipse, it is shown that there are two

different cases according as the ellipse is more or less excentric than the form

b/a =: ^2— 1. For the less excentric forms the relative stream-lines

completely surround the ellipse in all cases. In the other class there is a

mound of liquid carried round by the cylinder at each end of the minor axis

(fig. 15). Particles inside these regions describe closed paths relative to the

cylinder and never escape from the neighbourhood of the minor axis. There

is one particle in the centre of each region which moves in one piece with the

cylinder, and four particles on the surface of the cylinder, at the boundaries

of the '' mounds," which do the same thing. These four points are limiting

points at which the direction of motion of particles along the surface is

reversed, and the circle passing through them is approached asymptotically

by three different curves in space, viz., the paths of particles coming in

opposite directions along the surface together with the path corresponding to

the outer boundary of the ''mound.'' The other paths in this case, and all

the paths in the less excentric case, show recurring loops.

Diagrams are given for one ellipse of the less excentric kind (fig. 16), and

K 2
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for the plane lamina (fig. 17). Expressions are found for the apsidal angle

of the paths which are examined in detail for the plane lamina (fig. 18). It

is shown that for certain paths in the latter case there are three different

apsidal distances.

Method of Calctdation,

If 1^ is the stream function for the motion of the liquid determined by the

motion (t&, % w) of a cjdinder then the stream function for the motion relative

to the cylinder is

The curves ^' = const, are the relative stream-lines.

The paths of the particles in space are got by combining a motion along

these with the motion of the curves themselves as they are carried by the

moving cylinder. Thus it is necessary to connect the position of a particle

on its relative stream-line with the time or with the displacement of the

cylinder from an initial position.

Let -^^ be expressed in terms of the appropriate orthogonal co-ordinates (|, ^)

with length-elements d^jhi, dtjjli^, and let r^ be chosen to fix the position on a

stream-line. The expression for the ^-component of velocity gives the

equation

dt d^

When f is removed from the right-hand side by aid of the equation

^' = const., the integral can, in the cases considered, be expressed by elliptic

functions.

'xjr^ will contain v or m as a factor. It is convenient to replace dt as

independent variable by v dt ^ ds or cadt ^ %.
The paths in space are got , by applying to each point on a stream line the

corresponding linear displacement s, or angular displacement %.

(i) Liquid Contained in a liotating Mliptic Cylinder,—
Here t = l« (a^^¥)(x^^f)/(a^+¥)

f' = -G)(5%H^%2)/(^H&2).

The relative stream-lines are similar ellipses. Using the excentric angle 17

to fix position on one of them we find

dtj/dx = — 2 ah/(a^+ V).

Thus in uniform rotation of the cylinder the particles slip back along their

ellipses so that their excentric angles decrease at a uniform rate. This is a

particular case of Kelvin's result for the ellipsoid. When the cylinder has

turned through the angle {a^ + ¥)w/ab the particles are back in their original
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relative positions. Each element of liquid has received a rigid body rotation

through this angle in consequence of a motion which is differentially irrota-

tional at each instant. Particles which at any instant lie on a radius of the

ellipse continue to do so throughout the motion. Thus, it is easy to follow the

progressive deformation and restoration of form of a small volume-element

bounded by two radii and two elliptic arcs.

jO
ROTATION or ELLIPTIC CYLINDER

APSIDAL ANGLE

Fig. 1. Fia. 2.

Fig. 1 shows the path of particles on the boundary of the ellipse in which

a = 2b. For particles lying inside, the paths are similar curves. The apses

of the path, of course, correspond to the ends of the axes of the ellipse ; the

motion is " direct " across the end of the major axis, " retrograde " across the

minor axis. The stationary points occur when the particle is on the radius

vector bisecting the angle between the axes.

The following results are easily obtained :—The apsidal angle of path is

{a— VfTTJActb, so that the mean angular motion of the particles in space bears

to the motion of the cylinder the ratio (a—hf : 2aK

The angular distance between the stationary points, i^. angular width of

the loops on the path, is |-7r— {(a^-hP)/ah} tan""^ h/a.

In fig. 2 the apsidal angle and half-width of loop are plotted for different

values of the axis ratio. The curves intersect near the value b/a = 0-64,

showing that for an ellipse of this shape successive loops are in contact. As
the straight line limit is approached the width of a loop approaches a value of

about 33°, while the apsidal angle becomes infinite.

(ii) Liquid Contained in a Rotating Equilateral Triangular Prisnu—
Here -1/0=: — cor^ cos 3 6/6a,

yjr^ = —CO (r^ cos 3^4-3 ar^)/ 6 a,

where the side of the triangle is uy^S.

The equation of the family of relative stream-lines

r^ cos 3 #+ 3 ar^ = ¥.

For ¥ =2 4:a^ the curve breaks up into the sides of the triangle.
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giving

Using r as the coordinate-fixing position on the stream-line, we have

drldt = — ^ (oT^ sin 3 Q,

drjdy^ = — (r^—• 9aV*+ 6 a&V— &^)^/2 m\

Let a^ > /3^ > 7^ be the roots of the cubic in r^, then the sohition of this

equation is

•--X = 2^s^~' {0''--"7')V()S'-7^)^}/(«'-7')^ inod (/32- 72)1/(^2_ ^2)1^

yS and 7 are the apsidal distances on the stream-line, /S being the radius

drawn in direction = tt/S towards an angular point of the triangle, 7 that

drawn towards the middle point of a side {Q == 0). The third root ?' = a

lies outside the limits of the triangle. The expression for x vanishes when

T = ^. It is convenient to identify a stream-line by the distance 7.

For particles in contact with the wall 7 = ^, then a = ^S = 2a, the elliptic

functions become hyperbolic and the integral takes the form

y = \/(r2-a2) = -av^3tanh(i;)^^3),

where y is the distance from the middle point of a side. For % = ±co

y z=z q:a^3, i.e. the particles move backwards along the wall between one

angular point and another, and do not pass the corners. The path of a

particle in space then approaches asymptotically to the circumscribing circle

of the triangle.

10

ROTATION OF TRIANGULAR PRISM

Fia. 3. Fig. 4.

In fig. 3 the curves are drawn for 7/^ = 0*6, 0*8, 1. A section of the

relative stream-line is shown in each case, continued by the path in space.

The apsidal angle of the path is found to be

2a(a2-72)-lK—Ltt.

The mean angular motion of the particle bears to the motion of the prism

the ratio of this angle to \tt.
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The stationary points are determined by d{6-\'^ Jdr = 0, which leads to

cot 3^=0,^=: ^TT, etc. So here, as in the last case, the radius to the

stationary position bisects the angle between the apsidal distances.

The angular width of the loops as seen from the centre is

Fig. 4 shows how the apsidal angle and half-width of loop vary for stream-

lines at different distances from the centre. It appears that successive loops

come into contact when 7 is about 0*56^.

(iii) Translation of an Elliptic Cylinder,—Let the velocity V make angle 7
with the major axis, then, in terms of the usual elliptic co-ordinates,

-v^r = Yce'^^'^"- (cosh u sin 7 cos 7]— sinh a cos 7 sin t)),

where ^ = a on the surface of the cylinder.

Thus i/r' = Vc6* sinh (|— a) sin {rf —7).

For the present purpose it is convenient to replace the co-ordinate rf by

(^7r4-'^?— 7) = 7)', say, and to write the equation of the family of relative

stream-lines in the form

sinh (^— a) cos 77' = cot S.

Then 77' is the argument and 8 the modular angle of the elliptic functions

which occur in the integral of the equation of motion.

The forms of these stream-lines are given in the text-books. It is easy to

show that the line whose parameter is S, at points very distant from the

ellipse, runs parallel to the line of motion of the centre at a distance from

this line of (a-t-&)cotS. Particles which follow this particular stream-line

will therefore have this for their initial and final distance from the line of

motion of the centre. The passage of the cylinder results in all cases in a

displacement of particles in the direction of its motion.* The motion along

the relative stream-line is from ?;' = ^tt when the cylinder is at infinite

•^ It seems clear that this will be the case no matter what is the form of the cylinder.

The statement is equivalent to saying that in the steady flow of a liquid past a cylindrical

obstacle each straight stream-line, after swerving round the obstacle, comes back to the

prolongation of the same straight line. This appears physically obvious if we think of

two of the stream-lines so far from the obstacle on opposite sides as to be practically

straight throughout their length. The space between them, at great distances on the

two sides of the obstacle, is filled across with straight intermediate lines of flow, so each

of these lines, after deflection by the obstacle, must resume its former position.

The same argument does not apply to flow in three dimensions. If we consider a tube
of lines of flow so far removed from the obstacle on all sides as to be straight, and take

sections of it at great distances on both sides of the obstacle, the same bundle of tubes

of flow comes out as goes in ; but there is now the possibility of the tubes having been
twisted together in passing the obstacle, e.g., if it possessed a helical structure.
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distance behind to ?;' = — -|7r when it has passed off to infinite distance

in front.

The equation of motion in the original co-ordinate rj is

drjlds = 26'*cosh(^— a)sin (77—7)/c(cosh2^— cos 277),

where 5 is the distance the cylinder has moved from some fixed position.

Having obtained s from the integral of this as a function of 77', the

co-ordinates of successive positions occupied in space by the particle are

found by applying the displacement s to the corresponding points on the

stream-line. Let the origin be taken at the undisturbed initial position of

the particle ; let the axis of X be perpendicular to the direction of motion of

the cylinder, and the axis of Y parallel to it. Then (X, Y), the sideways and

forward displacements of the particle, are found to be given by

2Xsin S/(a—h) = (6^«— cos27+ sin 27 tan 77')/(A77'— cosS),

2Y sin S/(a-h) = (cosh 2 a~cos 27) {^ (3 + cos 2S) (K~lV)-2 (E-E^)}
-_-|(g~2a_(3Qg 2ry) tan7;' + sin 27} (A?;'— cos S).

The special stream-line S = ^tt includes the surface of the cylinder

^ = a and the hyperbola ?; = 7. The point tj — j on the ellipse and the

diametrically opposite point are limiting points for the motion of particles

along the surface, i.e, points of zero relative velocity, as explained above.

The paths of surface particles have, as asymptotes in opposite directions, the

straight lines described by these points on the ellipse. The expressions for

the co-ordinates X, Y become in this case

2X/(a— &) = e2'^sin(7— 7;)-f cos27-f-sin(7-l-7;)

2 Y/(a— &) = (cosh 2 ^— cos 2 7) log tan ^ (7— ?;) -f- e^"" cos (7— 7?) -f sin 2 7
— cos (7 4-'??),

the origin now being at the point corresponding to 7? = 7— -Itt.

For the hyperbolic stream-line the co-ordinate | must be used. The values

are

2Y/((X-&) = —(cosh2fit-cos27)logtanhi(?— «) + (6"cos27— e~«)e-^,

which vanish for | = 00 , and therefore give displacements from the initial

position.

The following consequences can be deduced from the formulae :

—

(1) The distance between the initial and final positions of a particle is got

by putting 77' =;= — ^tt in Y, which gives

(a^ sin^ 7+ h^ cos^ 7) cosec B {(3 + cos 2 B) K—4:E}/(a 4- 5).
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(2) The form of the paths at a great distance from the line of motion.

When S is small, X, Y, are small quantities of the same order, viz.,

X = |S(6&— &)sin(7;— 7){6^'*sin(7;—7)— sin(7;+ 7)},

Y = :^S(^— &) sin(7;—7) {cos (77 + 7)— 6^* cos (77—7)},

Elimination of t] gives the equation

X^+ Y2 = lh{a-h) {X(62«_cos27)-Ysin27}.

The paths, therefore, approximate to small circles, radius

\ Z (a^ sin^ 7 -f ^2 ^^^2 ^^1^

(3) Initial direction of motion of a particle. On differentiating the

expressions for X, Y, and putting 77' = -^tt, we get

dX/clY = sin 27/(6^'^— cos 27),

which gives the tangent of the angle between the direction of motion of the

cylinder and the direction in which a particle begins to move. It is the

same for all the particles, and vanishes only when motion is along one of

the principal axes. The greatest value is when tan 7 == \/(h/a).

For the case of a plane lamina, the angle in question is the complement of

7. So, if the lamina is moving at 45° to its plane, the direction of initial

motion is parallel to the plane of the lamina. This is shown in fig. 9.

(4) The critical points on the surface of the cylinder. These are

—

The limiting points, 7 and (7— tt), where the stream-lines divide

;

The point j, where the X-component of the velocity vanishes and the

particle has its greatest sideways displacement

;

The points rji, 7/2, on opposite sides of y, where the Y-velocity vanishes.

The equation dX/drj = with B = ^w gives

tan 7 tan 7' = — h/a,

and dY/drj = gives 7/1, rj2 as roots of

tan^ 7} + {{a+ hy tan y/a (a tan^ 7-- &)} tan rj—h/a = 0,

so that tan 7/1 tan 7^2 = —^/^.

These equations show that 7,7' and 771, 772 are pairs of conjugate points in the

sense 6f Fagnano's theorem on the rectification of elliptic arcs. They have

the same length of intercept on the tangent between the point of contact

and the foot of the central perpendicular. Further, it is easy to show that

if 2' be the length of this intercept for the pair (7, 7') and q' for (tji 7^2), the

relation

exists between these, i.e. the sum of the squares of the intercepts is equal to
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the square of the maximum intercept at " Fagnano's point." The symmetry

of this shows that the rdles of the two pairs of points can be interchanged.

(5) Influence of the shape of the ellipse on the displacements of a particle,

the motion being along a principal axis.

Let the motion be along 5, keep a constant, and let I increase, beginning

with & = 0, for the transverse motion of a plane lamina.

If Xq = undisturbed distance of a particle from the central line of motion,

Xo = maximum displacement sideways, reached when the particle is on

the a-axis,

Yo = final displacement in direction of motion,

then, in terms of the parameter S,

X(^ = ((x+ &)cotS,

'Xo = a (cosec S— cot S),

Yo = a2cosecS{(3 + cos2S)K-4E}/(a+ &).

The first and second equations show that, as h is increased, the same value

of Xo is found at distances from the central line proportional to (a+ &). So

there is a continual increase of the sideways displacement of particles at

given distance.

For the forward displacement we have

To = a^ cosec Scot S {(3 + cos2S)K— 4E}/a?o.

If the function of S be plotted, it shows a maximum value about 74*^, and

closer calculation places this at 74^ 15'. Therefore, to obtain the greatest

forward displacement at distance Xq we must have

(a + 5) = a^o tan 74° 15' = 3-546^o.

This gives a positive value for h if ^o>0'282<x. For particles closer to the

central line, the plane disc is the most effective form for causing forward

displacement.

DescripUo7i of Diagrams.—In fig. 5 I have drawn the paths of particles in

liquid disturbed by the passage of a plane lamina. The motion must be

supposed very slow and the edges of the lamina rounded, so as to avoid

the occurrence of discontinuity. The direction of motion is perpendicular

to its plane ; the line with the arrow shows the path of the edge, the

dotted line at the bottom gives the half-breadth of the lamina. The particles

which are originally ranged along a line parallel to the plane of the lamina

have positions relative to it defined by the values of 8 = 80°, 70°, 60°, 50^

40° so that, if the half-breadth be taken as unity, their initial and final

distances from the line of motion of the centre are given by the cotangents

of these angles, say, 0*18, 0*36, 0*58, 0*84, and 1*19.
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For comparison with this the following figures (6, 7, 8) show the paths of

the same particles when the plane lamina is replaced by an elliptic cylinder

Fig. 5.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 6.

Fig. 8.

of the same breadth, with axis h in the direction of motion of length = ^a,

a, and 3a respectively, as shown by the dotted quadrants. The values of b

which would give maximum forward displacement to the five particles are 0,

0'29a, l*05a, l'9Sa, and 3*23^!^. In agreement with this it will be seen that
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the first and second particles are displaced farthest in fig. 5, the third in

fig. 7, and the fourth and fifth in fig. 8.

For particles in contact with the cylinder the paths extend to infinity in

both directions, and have loops of the same type as the other curves shown.

In the case of the plane lamina the loop contracts to a cusp. It did not

seem worth while to reproduce these special curves.

Fig. 9.

Fig. 9 shows the paths for a plane lamina moving at 45"^ with its plane. I

have drawn a path, lying to the left of the central one, to show the

symmetrical relation between corresponding paths on opposite sides of the

line of motion of the centre of the lamina. It will be seen that one is

got from the other by a double reflection. It has already been pointed

out that this is the only case in which the directions of the paths at their

ends are parallel to the moving plane.

Fie. 10.
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Pigs. 10, 11, 12, show the successive forms assumed by a row of particles

which, before the approach of the cylinder, lie on a straight line perpendicular

to the direction of its motion. This initial position of the row is shown as a

Fig. 1L

\

Fia. 12.
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datum level in each figure; the position of the moving solid is shown

dotted, the final configuration when the cylinder has moved off to infinite

distance is the curve drawn through the upper ends of the paths shown on

figs. 5, 6, and 9.

Figs. 13 and 14 give the forms of a row of particles lying originally on

lines parallel to the motion of a plane lamina. The paths by which the

Fig. 13. Fig. 14.

particles have moved from their initial to their present positions are shown

by dotted curves. Diagrams like these can be constructed by sliding a

drawiDg of the relative stream-lines over another, giving the paths in space.

This was the plan used by Maxwell, It has the practical drawback that

the required points are given as the intersections of curves which are

often nearly parallel to each other, so that a slight error in the setting, or

in the forms of the curves, causes a large displacement of the intersections. I

found it better to plot separately the co-ordinates X and Y against s, the

distance travelled by the cylinder, and then to read off from these curves

pairs of values for each s.

(iv) Liquid Outside a Rotating Elliijtic Cylinder.—
y^ = iftjc^^-^^^-^^cos 2?7,

^^ = |6)c^ {e-2(^~«)cos277—cosh2^— cos2?;}.

The relative stream-lines '\^' = const, show peculiarities which I have not

seen any reference to, although the above expressions are very well known.

The configuration of these curves is quite different for ellipses more

excentric and less excentric than the critical form defined by sinh 2a = 1, or

tt = (^^2 + 1)5.

Writing the equation of the family as

cosh2|^-f{l-~6-2(^--«)}cos27; = A,
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the value A == eosh 2a gives the surface of the ellipse. In the less excentric

class this is the whole of the stream-line in question, but for the other class

there is another part.

Solving the equation as a quadratic in e^^

with

^21 = A-cos2?;±{(A-cos2?;y + 2e2«cos277— l}i,

A = cosh 2a.

g2^ _ g2a Q-y. e~2«_2cos2'?7.

The first value corresponds to the surface of the cylinder. The second is

also admissible, provided the point defined by it lies outside the cylinder,

i,e. if

g-2a_2cos2'?; > c2« or — cos 2?; > sinh 2 a.

If sinh 2 a <; 1, this gives a range of values of tj extending downwards from

the value 7r/2 on both sides. So there is an additional piece of the stream-

line over the end of the minor axis and meeting the ellipse at the points

defined by cos 2?;= —sinh 2a. These are evidently points of no relative

motion.

The space between this additional piece of the stream-line A = cosh 2 a

and the end of the minor axis is filled by closed stream-lines corresponding

to smaller values of A. These contract to a point for A = ^y {e^^^-^l) —1

;

the position of this point on the axis is given by ^^^^ = ^y {e^"- -{!). Here

also the particle of liquid remains in a fixed position relative to the rotating

ellipse. All the liquid in the region occupied by the closed stream-lines is

carried round with the cylinder, and is kept distinct from the remainder of

the liquid. Stream-lines for which A > cosh 2a encircle the ellipse. For the

less excentric forms all the lines are of this type.

Fig. 15

The arrangement of stream-lines above described is shown on fig. 15 for

a = 35. Also, for the limiting form of the plane lamina, in one quadrant of

fig. 17. The arrows show the direction of motion, as seen by an observer

moving with the rotating cylinder. The less complicated forms for the less

excentric class are shown on fig. 16 for a = 2&.
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To find the paths in space the co-ordinate t] is again used. Its connection

with %, the angle of rotation of the cylinder, is given by

drj/dx = — (sinh 2^+'me~^^cos 2'7;)/(cosh 2|— cos 2?;),

where m is written for e^"- = (a+ h) /(a—h).

The reduction of the integral, when the right-hand side has been expressed

as a function of 77, is rather tedious. The result is

+ |(4m2-l)-i[log{(2m-f-l)itan7;-(2m-~l)i/(2m-f l)itan77-f(2m-l)i}

+ 1 log { 1 + en (lu—ii)! 1 + en {w ~|- %C)]-\-Tl (u, la)]

+ 1?; [I log {1 + en (iv—u)/l -f en {iv+ it)} -\- li (u, iv)].

In this A is the stream-line constant, as above.

p = [A2-{A4-4(m-A)2}i]/2(m-A),

cmi = — (p -f cos 2 7])1(1 ~{-p cos 2?;), cniv = Ijp,

emu — (1 + 2 7np)/(2m -\-p),

with li? = i> (1 —mp+ Ap)l{m— A) (1 —p>^).

These formulae hold when e^'*>A> cosh 2a. When A>e^* the sign of the

radical is changed in the definition of the constant p. When A< cosh 2a

(in the more excentric class) P becomes greater than unity and the reciprocal

modulus is used. On the surface of the cylinder x reduces to

Tj— e^"^ tan~^ {tan97(sinh 2a— l)^/(sinh 2a+ l)2}/(sinh^ 2a— l)i

This for the class sinh 2a > 1. For sinh 2a < 1, tanh~^ replaces tan~^.

A good deal of labour is needed in order to get numerical values from the

general formula.* The elliptic functions were taken from Legendre's tables.

I took the amplitudes of modular angles to the nearest minute so that double

interpolation was necessary. The TI functions were expressed by @ functions

and -these were calculated from the expansions in ascending powers of " q,"

The values of q were got from the tables of Jahnke and Emde.

Apses on the Paths.—When the particles go right round the cylinder the

apses are on the major and minor axes. The apsidal angle in space comes out

2Kl{S7n-h {Ani-{-2)p+ Ap^} /2 (2m+p)p^ (1-p^f (m—A)^

+ i (4m2- l)-i& (w)/e (w) + f i@' (iv)/@ (iv)] -TT.

The particles which keep near the end of the minor axis in the more

excentric class, have apses in the two positions where they cross this axis.

The apsidal angle is got from the expression just given by omitting the tt

^ I am indebted to Miss Mary Beck for much help in the arithmetical work in

connection with this case and the preceding one.
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subtracted and replacing the denominator of the first term inside the bracket

by 2(2m+p)p(l--mp~-Ap)i

Fig. 18 shows the variation of the apsidal angle for different values of the

stream-line parameter A, in the case of a plane lamina.

Tor a certain range of the closed stream-lines there is a third apse inter-

mediate between the two which correspond to the transits of the particle

across the minor axis. This is where the particle is at maximum distance

from the centre. We have

r^ = |c^(cosh2f +C0S2'?;).

Differentiating with respect to f and taking account of the equation of the

stream-line

^f^/d§ z=z -^mc^ (Ae^^—m sinh 2^—1 )/(e^^—mf,

which vanishes for

e2^ : {l + (l-2Am4-m2)i}/(2A-m).

For A = cosh 2a the maximum occurs at the point on the cylinder where

the external part of the stream-line meets it. As A decreases the position of

maximum r moves up the outer part of the stream-line until, for a certain

value of A, it coincides with the more distant point on the axis. This happens

when the value of e^^ given above is equal to (A+ l)-f-(A^+2A— 2m)i

For the plane lamina m = 1 this gives A = 0*84. So the third apse is

found on the paths between A = 1 and A = 0-84. From A = 0*84 to

A = 0*732, when the stream-line shrinks to a point, there are only the two

apses corresponding to the positions on the minor axis.

Fig. 16. Fig. 17.

Description of Diagrams.—Fig. 16 shows the forms of the paths for an

ellipse of the less excentric class a = 25, m = 3. As in preceding diagrams

the first quadrant is occupied by the relative stream-lines beginning with the

VOL. LXXXIX.—^A. L
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surface of the cylinder itself A = If. The two external lines are A = 2 and

A = 3. These stream-lines are continued into the paths in space.

In fig. 17 the plane lamina is taken as the extreme case of the more

excentric class. Here m = 1, and the surface of the lamina with the external

300

200

100

APSIDAL ANGLE

ROTATION OF PLANE LAMINA

'K

1-0 11 i2

Fig. 18.

loop corresponds to A = 1. The other stream-lines drawn are for the values

A = 0*8, 1*2, 1"6. The paths are again shown as continuations of the relativ;©

stream-lines, except in the case of the outer portion of the lamina itself

between the critical point tj = Itt and the edge. The particles in contact

with this move round the edge from the critical point on one side to that on

the other side, the motion becoming infinitely slow near the limiting points.

The path has a cusp at the edge of the lamina and approaches the asymptotic

circle from the outside. It has been drawn, for the sake of clearness, from its

cusp at the left-hand side of the diagram. It will be seen that the same

asymptotic circle is approached from the inside by the path corresponding to

the external loop and also by the particles which slide along the central part

of the lamina between one critical position and the other.


